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Recent studies (see, for example, [1, 2]) show that large negative ion densities exist in

plasma processing discharges, including those of weakly electronegative gases such as SiH4

and CF4. Also, there is strong evidence that the negative ions could be the precursors

for particulate formation in processing discharges; see [1], and also other references in [3].

Even though it is now well established that large concentrations of negative ions exist in

processing discharges, and that they play a crucial role in such discharges, the source of

such high negative ion densities has not been clarified. In particular, gases like SiH4 and

CH4, which are commonly used in processing discharges, attach electrons only weakly in

their ground electronic states, see the references in [3, 4]. Due to the lack of an alternative

mechanism, the origin of large negative ion densities in such weakly electronegative gases

has been frequently attributed to electron attachment to radicals (molecular fragments)

or other byproducts produced in the discharge. This hypothesis had not been tested in

direct electron attachment measurements.

During the past few years we have observed enhanced negative ion formation via

electron attachment to laser-excited, high-Rydberg (HR) states of SiH4 [3, 5], CH4 [4],

and C2F2C12 [6], (The HR states are electronically-excited states located close to the

ionization potential (IP ) of a moIecule, and have characteristically large cross sections for

various processes as well as long lifetimes [7].) These studies clearly showed that many

orders of magnitude enhancement in electron attachment rate constants are associated

with the HR states compared to the respective ground electronic states. In addition, in the

cases of SiH4 [5] and C2F2C12 [6], it was experimentally shown that electron attachment

to any laser-produced radicals was much weaker compared to the HR states. In the case

of C2F2C12 [6], electron attachment rate constant for the C2F2CI radical was about an

order of magnitude larger than the ground ‘state of C2F2C12;yet the electron attachment

rate constant for the HR states was estimated to be at least four orders of magnitude

larger compared to the ground state. .
The extremeIy large electron attachment rate constants associated with the HR states

of molecules are due to the large polarizabilit ies associated with such states. The polari-

zation potential responsible for the electron capture, Vpol , is given by,
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A system for testing potential BNCT pharmaceuticals in cell cultures has

been developed with the cooperation of Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNIJ,

the Universi~ of Tennessee Chemistry Department and the University of

Tennessee Nuclear Engineering Department. A 13NCT test model has been

established with the use of the human lung cancer ce13line A 549. These ceils

were maintained in standard laboratory facilities and subjected to boronated

chemicals. Following toxicity studies the human hug cancer cells were

exposed to 252Cf neutron sources provided by the Radiochemical Engineering

Development Center (REDC) at ORNL The isotope 252Cf performs effectively for ‘

BNCT applications. The neutron specmum is similar to that of a reactor fission

source with an average energy of 2.1 MeV. A 50 mg source of 252Cf moderated

by water provides a source on the order of 1 x 109 thermal neutrons/cm2/sec

at a distance of 3 cm. The half-life of 252Cf is 2.65 years, and thus may provide

a simple and reliable source of neutions for BNCT in locations without suitable

nuclear reactors. The REDC of ORNL stores and processes the U.S. stockpile of

25@.

The compounds examined were boron-containing nucieosides and

boron-containing amino acids (Figure 1). Chemical analysis for the

measurement of total cellukr boron was conducted at ORNLusing inductively
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coupled plasma mass specmoscopy. Boron concentrations were measured

against a calibration cme generated with a series of NTST standards. In nitric

acid solutions containing boron, the detection limit was 0.4 ppb. In sirnikm

soiutions coritaining celhdar debris the boron detection limit was determined

to be 1.0 ppb.

Caicuiations of cellular doshnetry in human lung cancer cells from

sources of 252Cf and intracellular ~OB concentrations have been made (Table

1). All experiments with thermal neutrons plus boronated pharmaceutical

compounds

experiments

program for

place.

displayed a greater cancer ceil killing effect than control

without boronated compounds (Figure 2). Thus, a cooperative

the future evaluation of BNCT pharmaceutical agents is now in

In conclusion, the following objectives of this research have been

achieved:

L The ceihdar toxici~ of the proposed BNCI’ compounds has

been determined. The least toxic agent of the A549 lung cancer

ceil is ACBCfollowed by ISK 1-38, CDU4 and the most toxic agent

is CN-V-264.
-“

2. The cellular uptake of the BNCTcompounds has been

determined. The greatest cellular uptake of

B/ceil occured with ACBCat a concenmation of 24.6x 10 ‘3 ng

foiIowed by UK 1-38 with a concentration of 8.6 x

10-3 ng B/ceil, CN-V-264 demonstrated an uptake

concentration of 4.5 x 10-3 ng B/ ceil and CIXJ4

displayed the lowest uptake concentration of .9 x 10-3 ng

B/celI.
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3. A 30 rng source of 252Cf moderated by 25 cm of water and

polyethylene produced a thermaI neuwon flux of approximately

2 x 108 neutrons/cm2/see, The REDCsource allowed for the

development of cellular survivai curves in A549 lung

cancer cells.

4. A system for testig potmtkd BNCTpharmaceuticals

in ce.Ucuitures has been developed with the cooperation

of ORNL,the UTK Chemistry Depamment and the UTK

Nuclear Engineering Department.
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Figure 1 The boronated chemicals used in this experirnem
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Table 1

Uptake of boronated compounds by M49 lung cancer cefls and calculated

number of thermal neuuon interactions per ceU at four minute exposure.

Compound Boronin cell Atomsof% Av@age Number
(ng B/ce!l) (atoms I%J/ceil) of interactions

per ceil

ACBC 24.6 X 10-3 274 X 109 5.0

LX 1-38 8.6 x 1CY3 96X 109 L7

CWV-264 4.3 x 103 50x 109 0.9

CDU4 .9x 10-3 10x 109
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Figure 2 Bar graph of effective Ml constants wish various
boron containing compounds versus controls.
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